Special sailing trips in the Algarve
Portugal service offers you special sailing trips on classic sailing yachts in the Algarve! From the
44-foot Laurent Giles vintage yacht (vintage 1938) to the 177-foot sail schooner with spacious
cabins and a comfort "à la cruise", the spectrum offered is enough!
Whether you are a couple, a group or a family sailing a yacht on your own or enjoy it simply on
a big sailing yacht, we offer unforgettable experiences and a professional (multilingual) crew
with all around support ...
You do not need a sailing experience, just joy to discovering and enjoying!

Vintage Yacht "Greetings"
"Greetings" is a completely wooden built vintage yacht from 1938, which could be
comprehensively restored. The interiors have been adapted to today's comfort, but the style
and charm of this classic boat has been preserved. "Greetings" is run by experienced skippers.
Special sailing experiences await you on board at the vintage sailing yacht!
"Greetings" sails exclusive on the Algarve coast and is ideal for families and couples, as the
yacht can be exclusive for yourself. It can accommodate up to 8 guests.

Individual travel trips
Looking for special moments on the high seas?
Do you want unforgettable highlights for example a wedding ceremony or a business apero on
an exclusive sailing yacht?
Ready to try sailing by your own of the yacht, accompanied by professional skippers to learn
some more sailing tips?
Do you want to stop for a visit at secluded bays, fancy grottoes, fancy country trips in historic
towns?
Do you want to explore the Algarve coast with his varied landscapes?
Fancy local delicacies and excellent wine?
Looking for the nice and friendly Portuguese people?
Interest for that and much more ....
Then contact us now!
We have prepared sailing yachts for you in various sizes - for every event: wedding, birthday,
business meeting ... You decide in consultation with our professional team where the trip
should go!
We look forward to your inquiry
Individual program items can be individually adapted to your wishes and requirements / Prices
on request

Contact us - we are here for you!

